Abstract-Test suites play a key role in ensuring software quality. A good test suite may detect more faults than a poor-quality one. Mutation testing is a powerful methodology for evaluating the fault-detection ability of test suites. In mutation testing, a large number of mutants may be generated and need to be executed against the test suite under evaluation to check how many mutants the test suite is able to detect, as well as the kind of mutants that the current test suite fails to detect. Consequently, although highly effective, mutation testing is widely recognized to be also computationally expensive, inhibiting wider uptake. To alleviate this efficiency concern, we propose Predictive Mutation Testing (PMT): the first approach to predicting mutation testing results without executing mutants. In particular, PMT constructs a classification model, based on a series of features related to mutants and tests, and uses the model to predict whether a mutant would be killed or remain alive without executing it. PMT has been evaluated on 163 real-world projects under two application scenarios (cross-version and cross-project). The experimental results demonstrate that PMT improves the efficiency of mutation testing by up to 151.4X while incurring only a small accuracy loss. It achieves above 0.80 AUC values for the majority of projects, indicating a good tradeoff between the efficiency and effectiveness of predictive mutation testing. Also, PMT is shown to perform well on different tools and tests, be robust in the presence of imbalanced data, and have high predictability (over 60 percent confidence) when predicting the execution results of the majority of mutants.
INTRODUCTION
S OFTWARE testing plays a key role in ensuring software quality. In software testing, test suites are usually used to check the quality of projects under test. The tester also needs to know the power of the test suites in detecting faults (i.e., abbreviated as "test power" in this paper), since a strongpower test suite may detect more bugs than a weak-power one. Code coverage has traditionally been widely used as a proxy for test power. It can be used to quickly check the proportion of code executed by the test inputs. However, empirical results suggest that code coverage, alone, is inefficient to capture test power [1] , [2] , [3] .
Mutation testing [4] , [5] , [6] is a methodology for checking test power that addresses the short-comings of coverage. By contrast with code coverage, mutation testing generates faulty programs and checks whether the test suite can detect these faults. Recent results have confirmed the superiority of mutation testing (in terms of its ability to reveal real faults) compared to coverage criteria [3] . Aiming at evaluating the test power, mutation testing may alleviate the weakness of code coverage in effectiveness. Specifically, in (first order [7] , [8] ) mutation testing, a set of program variants (i.e., mutants) are generated from the original program based on a set of transformation rules (i.e., mutation operators) that seed one syntactic change (e.g., deleting a statement) at a time to generate one mutant. A mutant is said to be killed by a test suite if at least one test from the suite has different execution results on the mutant and the original program. Otherwise, the mutant is said to survive (i.e., or to be alive). Based on such mutant execution results, the ratio of killed mutants to all the non-equivalent mutants 1 is defined as mutation score. Test suites with higher score are usually considers as owning stronger test power. At the same time, information about live mutants may also help developers to locate the weaknesses in the current test suite and to add new test cases accordingly.
Except for evaluating test power, mutation testing has also been shown to be suitable for simulating real faults in software testing experimentation [9] , [10] , [11] , localizing faults [12] , [13] , [14] , performing model transformations [15] , and guiding test generation [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] .
Despite its evident usefulness, mutation testing can be extremely expensive [22] : it requires the generation and execution of each mutant against the test suite. For example, Proteum, a mutation testing tool for C, includes 108 mutation operators that generate 23,847 mutants for a small C program with only 513 lines of code [23] . The generation and execution of the large number of mutants can be costly. Mutant generation cost has been greatly reduced by various techniques [24] , [25] , while mutant execution remains expensive in spite of various refinement techniques [22] , e.g., selective mutation testing [26] , [27] , weak mutation testing [28] , high-order mutation testing [29] , and optimized mutation testing [30] , [31] . Moreover, developers also complain about the high cost of mutation testing, seeking a compromise with respect to early feedback and efficiency [32] . Thus, by contrast with code coverage, mutation testing is more effective, yet currently, less efficient.
To address this, we seek an approach to mutation testing that reduces its effectiveness, yet improves its efficiency. Motivated by this purpose, we ask-"Can we obtain mutation testing results without mutant execution?", and propose Predictive Mutation Testing (PMT) as the affirmative answer and incarnation of this question. PMT is the first mutation testing approach that predicts mutant execution results (killed or alive) without mutant execution. Specifically, in this paper, PMT applies machine learning to build a predictive model: collecting a series of easy-to-access features (e.g., coverage and mutation operator) on already executed mutants of earlier versions of the project (i.e., cross-version prediction) or even other projects (i.e., cross-project prediction). That is, the classification model is built offline based on the mutation-testing information (including the features of each mutant and its execution result) of existing versions or projects. Based on this model, PMT predicts the mutation testing results (i.e., whether each mutant is killed or not by the total set of test cases) for a new version or project without executing its mutants at all.
PMT has been evaluated on 163 projects under two application scenarios: cross-version and cross-project. Under each scenario, we evaluate PMT's effectiveness and efficiency. First, we use a set of metrics (i.e., precision, recall, F-measure, and AUC) to evaluate the effectiveness of PMT in predicting mutant execution results (i.e., killed or alive). PMT can also be used to predict the mutation score of the whole project based on the proportion of the mutants it predicts will be killed. Therefore, we also use the absolute prediction error (i.e., the absolute value of the difference between predicted and real mutation scores) to evaluate the effectiveness of PMT in predicting mutation scores. We also record the overhead of computing PMT to evaluate its efficiency. Except for the evaluation on the performance of PMT, to better understand and apply PMT, we perform investigations on different aspects of implementing PMT: the influence of different application factors (i.e., mutation tools and types of test suites), the influence of different configurations (i.e., classification algorithms and imbalance data strategy), the influence of features, and the predictability distribution of all the predictions (i.e., on predicting the execution results of each mutant).
Our experimental results support the claim that PMT performs well: on effectiveness, for the cross-version scenario, PMT achieves over 0.90 precision, recall, F-measure, and AUC for 37 out of 39 predictions; for the cross-project scenario, PMT achieves over 0.85 AUC on classifying mutant execution results for 144 out of the 163 projects, and lower than 15 percent error on predicted mutation scores for 143 out of the 163 projects. Furthermore, PMT is shown to be more accurate than coverage-based testing in predicting mutation scores. On efficiency, PMT is shown to be much more efficient than traditional mutation testing (with speedups between 15.2X to 151.4X). Therefore, when predicting mutation testing results, PMT dramatically improves the efficiency of mutation testing to a large extent while incurring only a small accuracy issue, demonstrating a good tradeoff between efficiency and effectiveness in mutation testing, and a promising future in measuring test power.
The paper makes the following contributions.
Dimension. The paper opens a new dimension in mutation testing which predicts mutation testing results without mutant execution. Approach. The paper proposes PMT, a machinelearning-based approach to predicting mutation testing results using easy-to-access features, e.g., coverage information, oracle information, and code complexity. Study. The paper includes an extensive empirical study of PMT on 163 real-world Java projects under two application scenarios. Analysis. The paper includes detailed analysis of the effectiveness of the various choices in implementing PMT, the impact of its application factors and features, as well as the distribution of predictability among all the predictions. As this work is an extended version of our conference paper [33] , we list below, the primary novel scientific contributions of this extension:
1) Investigation into features. We add a new research question that specially investigates the contribution of the 14 individual features. We also compare the effectiveness of different categories of features.
Results show that Execution features and test code related features contribute more. 2) Investigation into predictability. We add a new research question that specially investigates the predictability of the mutants under PMT. In particular, the majority of mutants have a good predictability of over 60%. Additionally, mutants that are easier to kill tend to be easier to predict as well. 3) Practical guidelines. We draw more conclusions which can provide practical guidelines from the experimental results, including the guidelines on feature selection, mutant selection, mutant reduction, and so on. 4) Improvement in effectiveness. We optimize the process of coverage-related feature collection and further improve the effectiveness of PMT, e.g., an additional 2.7% improvement over the average AUC values is achieved under the cross-project scenario. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the details of our approach. Section 4 introduces the empirical design. Section 5 presents the result analysis. Section 6 discusses some related issues. Section 7 discusses the related work. Section 8 concludes the paper.
APPROACH
Mutation testing is widely recognized to be expensive [22] due to the expensive mutant execution procedure. To alleviate this issue, we present a new dimension of mutation testing-predictive mutation testing (PMT)-which predicts mutation testing results without mutant execution. Typically, a mutant has two alternative execution results, killed or alive, and thus we simplify the prediction of mutant execution results as a binary classification problem.
In this paper, we adopt machine learning to solve this problem. To better illustrate our approach, we present the general framework of PMT in Fig. 1 . As shown in the figure, PMT builds a classification model offline by analyzing the training mutants each of which has a label representing its mutant execution result (i.e., killed or alive) and some easyto-access features ( i.e., measurable properties or characteristics that could have associations with labels [34] ). Then the classification model can be used to predict whether any new mutant is killed or has survived based on the same types of features.
Next, we controduce two key aspects in building a predictive model: (1) what features are used to build the classification model, regarding which we should use information that is related to mutation testing results, and is easy to access due to the efficiency concern (see Section 2.1); (2) what classification algorithm is used to build the classification model (see Section 2.2). Furthermore, we consider the impact of imbalanced data (see Section 2.3).
Identified Features
We identify various features that are related to mutation testing results based on the PIE theory [35] , [36] , according to which a mutant can be killed by a test only if the following three conditions are satisfied: (1) execution, the mutated statement is executed by the test; (2) infection, the program state is affected immediately after the execution of the mutated statement so as the test could distinguish the mutant from the original program; and (3) propagation, the infected program state propagates to the test output so that the test output of the mutant is different from that of the original program. PMT predicts whether a mutant is killed by analyzing whether it may satisfy these conditions. In other words, PMT needs to identify features that have connections with the preceding three conditions and to predict whether a mutant is killed.
Note that when choosing features, we do not seek the universal set of useful features representing each condition. Instead, considering the major goal of predictive mutation testing-to reduce the cost of traditional mutation testingwe adopt features that are easy to fetch and could improve the predictive effectiveness at the same time. As a result, except for dynamic features (i.e., the features collected through executing the original program), we also adopt some static code information as features to indicate dynamic mutant execution information. Such information could complement dynamic features for precise prediction of software engineering problems, which is also replete in the literature [37] , [38] , [39] . Actually, the entire static analysis area in the end aims to guarantee that dynamic program executions satisfy certain properties. For example, a type checker would not work if static information were not useful in determining dynamic properties; the static Terminator tool 2 predicts (indeed, proves) the termination of programs during dynamic execution. Of course, static analyses cannot offer 100% precision and recall, but they suffice for safely predicting dynamic properties in sufficiently many situations to be useful and do so statically.
When choosing features for each condition of the PIE theory, intuitively, we extract features from both mutants and test code (e.g., whether and how frequently test cases/ assertions can execute/check certain mutant-related source code elements), since those features directly show the correlation between tests and mutants. Different mutant features may indicate different mutant killing probability in case of even similar tests. For example, even if two program elements (e.g., statements, methods, or classes) are executed by the same tests or checked by the same assertions, mutants in one element may be much easier to kill than mutants in another element, because one element may have many connections with other elements (e.g., used by many other elements), making it rather easy for the infected states to propagate to the final program state (thus being killed).
Next, we introduce the features we adopted coping with the three conditions of the PIE theory.
Execution Features
For the first condition (execution), we must identify features that are necessarily related to the execution of the mutated statements, which are grouped as a set of execution features. In particular, we consider the following two specific features: 1) numExecuteCovered, which refers to how many times the mutated statement is executed by the whole test suite. 2) numTestCovered, which refers to how many tests from the test suite cover the mutated statement. These two features characterize the execution of mutated statements by the test suite as a whole and by each individual test, analyzing the execution information of the original program rather than the mutants themselves. In particular, the original program is executed against the given test suite, recording whether each statement is executed by each test and how many times each statement is executed by each test, which is used to calculate numExecuteCovered and numTestCovered. Clearly, if a mutant is not covered by any test, it cannot be killed at all since no test is even able to reach the mutation location; on the contrary, if a mutant is covered by many tests, it may have a high probability to be killed since any test covering the mutant may be able to kill it.
Infection Features
In terms of the second condition (infection), we must identify some features that are related to the infection of the mutated statements, which are grouped as a set of infection features. Intuitively, the modification on a statement does not necessarily change the program state. However, the possibility of state changes may depend on the types of the statements and the types of changes. For example, changing statement "int x=10" to "int x=Math.abs(10)" based on the absolute value insertion (ABS) mutation operator cannot change the program state during execution. Additionally, deleting a method invocation may probably have a huge impact on the program execution, while simply mutating one constant variable value inside a method invocation may have less impact. This has also be demonstrated by previous work in the literature [40] , in which Yao et al. observed that some mutation operators (i.e., different styles of statement modification [22] ) affect program states more easily than other mutation operators. After careful manual inspection, Yao et al. found that the ABS mutation operator generates few stubborn mutants (i.e., non-equivalent mutants that are hard to kill), while the logical connector replacement (LCR) mutation operator generates many stubborn mutants. This indicates that different mutation operators may have different abilities to infect the program states.
To sum up, we consider the following two specific features that may have associations with the statement infection:
3) typeStatement, which refers to the type of the mutated statement, e.g., assignment statement, conditional statement, return statement, or method invocation. Note that for Java they can be easily categorized by analyzing bytecode instruction types. To illustrate, INVOKEVIRTUAL, INVOKESTATIC, and INVOKES-PECIAL denote method invocation while IRETURN, ARETURN, DRETURN, and FRETURN denote return statements. 4) typeOperator, which refers to the type of the mutation operator. Note that mutation testing tools usually record the mutation operators used to generate each mutant, and it is easy to fetch such information. These two features characterize the infection of mutated statements, and can be easily collected through static analysis on generated mutants.
Propagation Features
In terms of the third condition (propagation), we must identify some features that are related to the propagation of infected program states. Intuitively, whether the program state propagates is related to the complexity of the program under test. In particular, when the structural units (i.e., methods, classes) containing the mutation are complex, the infected program state may not propagate. Therefore, PMT uses the following set of complexity features to characterize to what extent infected program states propagate during execution: 5) infoComplexity, which refers to the McCabe Complexity [41] of the mutated method. 6) depInheritance, which refers to the maximum length of a path from the mutated class to a root class in the inheritance structure. 7) depNestblock, which refers to the depth of nested blocks of the mutated method.
8) numChildren, which refers to the total number of direct subclasses of the mutated class. 9) LOC, which refers to the number of lines of code in the mutated method. 10) Ca, which refers to the number of classes outside the mutated package that depend on classes inside the package. 11) Ce, which refers to the number of classes inside the mutated package that depend on classes outside the package. 12) instability, which is an indicator of the package's resilience to change, and is computed based on the Ca and Ce values, i.e., Ce=ðCe þ CaÞ. Furthermore, to learn whether a mutant is killed or has survived, it is necessary to know whether the tests are equipped with effective oracles so as to be capable of observing the behavior difference between the mutant and the original program. A test oracle is a mechanism to determine whether the program under test behaves as expected [42] . In practice, developers usually write test assertions in tests, which are actually one type of test oracles. Except for the program outputs, these assertions aid to distinguish the execution results of mutants from the original program. If a test has no assertion and the program has no output, the difference between the execution results of mutants and the original program will not be observed. Therefore, in order to characterize the extent to which the behavior difference (between the mutant and the original program) can be observed, our approach uses a set of features that are related to test oracles, which includes: 13) typeReturn, which refers to the return type of the mutated method. 14) numMutantAssertion, which refers to the total number of assertions in the test methods that cover each mutant. 15) numClassAssertion, which refers to the total number of test assertions inside the mutated class's corresponding test class. These three features all characterizes program outputs but are different in the following aspects. The feature typeReturn characterizes the ability of the final program output on observing the execution difference between mutants and the original program, whereas the features numMutantAssertion and numClassAssertion characterize the ability of test assertions on observing the execution results, i.e., the oracle information. For example, if a method is a void method, it may still impact the test oracles/assertions, e.g., via modifying global variables.
Classification Algorithm
Machine learning is a technique that gives computers the capability to learn without being explicitly programmed [43] . Machine learning could devise complex models leading themselves to prediction, and has been widely used for solving software engineering problems [44] , [45] . In this paper we use classification methodology that learns a classification model from instances and then classifies new instances into different categories. There are many classification algorithms available, such as decision tree classifiers, neural networks, and Support Vector Machines (SVM) [46] . In this paper, we adopt Random Forest, which is a generalization of tree-based classification, as our default classification technique, because Random Forest greatly improves the robustness of classification models by maintaining the power, flexibility, and interpretability of tree-based classifiers [47] , and has been shown to be more effective in dealing with imbalanced data [34] .
Random Forest constructs a multitude of decision trees at training time and output the class based on the voting of these decision trees. Specifically, Random Forest first generates a series of decision trees, each of which is generated based on the values of a set of random vectors (denoted as Q k (k ¼ 1, . . .)), independent of the past random vectors Q 1 ; . . . ; Q kÀ1 but with the same distribution. The decision tree is denoted as HðX; Q k Þ, where X is an input vector representing the set of instances used to build the decision tree. For any input X, each decision tree of Random Forest gives its classification result and Random Forest decides the final classification result of X based on these decision trees. That is, Random Forest can be viewed as a classifier on a set of decision tree classifiers fHðX; Q k Þ; k ¼ 1; g [47] .
Note that although we use Random Forest as the default algorithm in this work, PMT is not specific to Random Forest and our experimental study (in Section 4) also investigates the choice of other classification algorithms, such as Naive Bayers, SVM, and J48.
Imbalanced Data Issue
In practical mutation testing, the proportion of killed mutants may vary greatly (see Table 1 ). This is a typical "imbalanced data" problem for machine learning, which is mostly solved through the following two strategies. First, cost sensitive, which assigns different costs to labels (e.g., killed or alive) according to the distribution of the training data. Second, undersampling, which arrives at balanced data by removing some instances of the dominant category from the training set. However, these strategies also have weak points: they may decrease the effectiveness of a classification model by assigning higher costs to essential instances or removing essential instances.
We investigate the choice of these strategies (i.e, naive, cost sensitive, and undersampling) in Section 4. In particular, we use the naive strategy by default, which uses imbalanced data directly without any further handling.
Predictability of Mutants
In predictive problems, predictability usually refers to the property of a system to describe how predictable this system is [48] using a specific predictive model. Predictability can be used to quantify the certainty of decisions. It is useful in providing flexibility in adjusting the decision criteria: one may choose to examine specific cases with higher risk (i.e., lower predictability) to get more accurate results.
In this paper, when talking about the predictability of a mutant, we refer to the certainty score or probability of PMT to correctly predict this mutant's execution result. With such information, developers may learn the degree of certainty of the prediction on each mutant and choose to either believe in the predictive result when the predictability is high, or to doubt the predictive result and run the mutant against the tests to get more accurate results when the predictability is low.
In classification using Random Forest, for each instance the classifier would provide an array containing the estimated membership probabilities for each class. Suppose that Set X ¼ fx 1 ; x 2 ; . . . x m g represents the total set of instances to be predicted, set Y ¼ fy 1 ; y 2 ; . . . y n g represents the set of different classes, then the array can be represented as Prðx i jY Þ, meaning that for a given instance x i X, the classifier assign probabilities to each class y i Y . The values of these probabilities are always between zero and one. For each instance, the probability values of all class labels would sum up to one.
For binary classification problem, the distribution array would contain two variables, the first one is the probability for class label "yes" (i.e., corresponding to "killed" in this work), the second one is the probability for class label "no" (i.e., corresponding to "alive" in this work). Each variable in the distribution array is between zero and one. The classifier would classify the instance to the corresponding label whose variable is over a threshold (usually valued 0.5). For example, if an instance has a distribution array ½0:9; 0:1 assigned by the classifier, it means that the classifier deems 90 percent probability that this instance belongs to the "yes" Column "#Ver." lists the number of versions that we used; Column "Size (LOC)" lists the minimum and maximum numbers of lines of executable code for each subject considering its various versions; Column "#Tests" shows the minimum and maximum numbers of manual tests of each version; Column "# All Mutants" shows the minimum and maximum numbers of mutants generated by PIT for each subject; Column "# Killed Mutants" shows the minimum and maximum numbers of mutants killed by tests for different versions of each subject; Column "Time" shows the commit time of the latest version of each subject; finally, Column "Distri" shows the data distribution (i.e., proportion of killed mutants to all mutants) of the latest version of each subject. "Coverage" presents the statement coverage information.
label, and 10 percent probability that this instance belongs to the "no" label. Consequently, the classification model would classify this instance to the "yes" label.
In this work, we collect each mutant's predictability in the following way: we use the distance between the probability values and 0.5 as a indicator of the predictability. For example, for the instance above with a distribution array of ½0:9; 0:1, 0.4 (¼ 0:9 À 0:5) would be its predictability. In this way, each instance would have a predictability value between 0.0 and 0.5. The closer the predictability is to 0.5, the more confident the classifier is in classifying this instance.
APPLICATION MODE
For any project, PMT can predict the execution results of all its mutants based on a classification model, built in advance. The classification model can be built either based on the previous versions of this project or based on other projects. Thus, there are two major application scenarios for PMT: (1) cross-version, where PMT uses the mutation testing results of old versions to predict the mutation testing results of a new version. During the development cycle of the new version, the classification model can be built beforehand based on the earlier version(s). When the new version is ready, only the features are needed to be collected for the new version and the corresponding mutation testing results can be predicted directly. (2) cross-project, where PMT uses the mutation testing results of other projects to predict the mutation testing results of a new project. The users can train a classification model based on other projects beforehand, and then use that model to predict the test power for a new project. Under both scenarios, the cost for a new project lies in collecting those easy-to-access features and making prediction.
It is worth mentioning that different programs and their corresponding test suites are designed and implemented differently by different developers or teams, and thus crossproject prediction is not an easy task. However, it is still applicable out of two aspects. First, mutants of different programs may still have similar properties. For example, mutants generated by the logical connector replacement (LCR) mutation operator may be hard to kill regardless of the program under analysis [40] . Second, test suites with good fault-revealing ability may have some common features although each test suite is designed to test its own program. For example, test suites covering program source code elements intensively may have high probability to kill many mutants. To tackle this challenging but applicable cross-project prediction problem, we ensure that all our features are general and not project specific, and can be directly used to extract useful source code and test information for precise mutant execution result prediction. In this way, with practical machine learning techniques, the predictive models built on those general features can be used for cross-project prediction.
In the near future we will also release the online PMT service in the cloud, in which a large number of real-world projects from various open-source communities (e.g., Github and SourceForge) are used to build a classification model, so that developers across the world can get the predictive mutation testing results of a project by only uploading its source code. Concerned with the property of source code, developers can also use this service by uploading the required features of a project (even a subset of features) rather than its source code.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Our experimental study is designed to answer the following research questions. The first three research questions are those explored in the conference version of this paper [33] , the last two research questions are new research questions added in this journal extension.
RQ1: How does PMT perform in predicting mutation testing results under the two application scenarios in terms of effectiveness and efficiency? This research question investigates whether PMT predicts mutation testing results accurately and efficiently.
RQ2: How do different application factors (i.e., mutation tools and test types) influence the effectiveness of PMT? This research question investigates the application artifacts to which PMT fits its predictive model, so as to explore whether PMT is widely applicable.
RQ3: How do different configurations (i.e., classification algorithms and imbalance strategies) of PMT influence its effectiveness? This research question investigates the impacts of different configurations on PMT, so as to find out the best configuration with the best effectiveness. RQ5: What is the predictability of the mutants when using PMT to predict their execution results? This research question aims to investigate the kind of mutants that are easier/ harder to predict, so as to give developers more information when they need more accurate predictive results. Such findings concerning predictability may also shed light on the relative usefulness of different mutants, thereby improving future mutant selection and reduction strategies.
Implementation and Supporting Tools
Our tools can be categorized into three types: mutation testing tools which are used to generate and execute mutants to collect training instances; feature collection tools which are used to collect features; machine learning framework which is used to build the classification model. We present the three types of tools in Fig. 2 , and introduce the details as follows.
Mutation Testing Tools. We use two popular Java mutation tools: PIT 3 [49] and Major, 4 both of which have been widely used in mutation testing research [50] , [51] . As our work targets the cost problem of mutation testing, we choose PIT as the primary mutation testing tool since it is evaluated to be very efficient [52] . Moreover, PIT has been demonstrated to be very robust [52] , enabling large-scale experimental study. Additionally, to further investigate PMT's performance on different tools, we use Major as an auxiliary tool, because it is also widely adopted and can generate mutants that represent real faults [10] .
Note that we use all the 14 operators of PIT and 8 operators of Major. PIT and Major only support method-level 3 . http://pitest.org/ 4. http://mutation-testing.org/ mutation operators [53] , and thus the mutants explored in this paper are method-level mutants. We discuss the implications and possibilities of using class-level mutation operators in Section 5.2.
Feature Collection Tools. We use Cobertura 5 to collect information for the coverage-related features (i.e., numExecuteCovered and numTestCovered). For the infection features, we directly obtain them from the adopted mutation testing tools. When collecting the typeStatement and typeOperator features, we find that different mutation operators of mutation tools correspond to different statement types perfectly. Thus, we collect only the mutation operation type in this study. For the various static-metric-related features (e.g., depInheritance and numChildren), we implement our own tool based on the abstract syntax tree (AST) analysis provided by the Eclipse JDT toolkit 6 (as shown in the red square in Fig. 2) . To obtain the remaining features related to the oracle information (i.e., numMutantAssertion and numClassAssertion), we develop our own tool based on bytecode analysis using the ASM bytecode manipulation and analysis framework. 7 The detailed information about our own tools is disclosed online [54] .
Machine Learning Framework. We use Weka, 8 the most widely-used machine learning library, to build and evaluate our classification model.
All the experiments were performed on a platform with 4-core Intel Xeon E5620 CPU (2.4 GHz) and 24 Gigabyte RAM running JVM 1.8.0-20 on Ubuntu Linux 12.04.5.
Subject Systems
We use 9 projects that have been widely used in previous software testing research [50] , [55] , [56] as the cross-project scenario subjects to evaluate PMT. In particular, we use the latest versions (i.e., the HEAD commit) of these projects as the base subjects. To facilitate the evaluation of PMT in the cross-version scenario, we prepare multiple versions for each base subject as in existing work [50] . More specifically, we select each version by counting backwards 30 commits at a time from the latest version commit of each project and generate up to 10 versions per project. Note that projects may have fewer than 10 versions due to the limited version history or execution problems for our mutation testing or feature extraction tools. The information of these base projects is shown in Table 1 . The number of lines of code is the executable code reported by LocMetrics 9 . To further extensively evaluate PMT, we collect another 154 projects. We started with the first 1000 most popular Java projects 10 from Github in June 2015; 388 of these projects were saved because they are single-packaged, and were successfully built with Maven 11 and passed all their JUnit tests; then, 234 projects were further removed because they cannot be handled by the PIT tool or the other supporting tools used in our study.
The sizes of the final 154 projects range from 172 to 92,176 lines of code. The mutation score distribution of these projects is shown in Fig. 3 . From the figure, the 154 projects have various distribution on the proportion of killed mutants. 24 projects have notably imbalanced data that the proportion of killed mutants is below 0.2 or above 0.8. More details of all these subjects (e.g., the subject name, version number and the statistics) are available at our project homepage 12 .
Independent Variables
First, we consider two independent variables related to the application of PMT, which are mutation testing tools (i.e., PIT and Major) and test types (i.e., manually written and automatically generated tests). Second, we consider two independent variables related to the implementation of PMT, which are classification algorithms (i.e., Random Forest, Naive Bayes [60] , SVM [61] , and J48 [60] ) and imbalanced data processing strategies (i.e., the three strategies mentioned in Section 2.3). Third, we investigate the features of PMT from two perspectives, which are the PIE features (see more details in Section 2.1) and the source-code-related and test-code-related features.
Dependent Variables
We consider the following common metrics to measure the performance of PMT: TP , FP , FN, and TN, which denotes true positive, false positive, false negative, and true negative, respectively. All these metric values 13 are between 0 and 1. In PMT, when predicting the killing label, a true positive Fig. 3 . The mutation score distribution for 154 Github projects. The x axis represents the range on the proportion of killed mutants. The y axis represents the number of projects belonging to each distribution range. Fig. 2 . The tools used in the implementation of PMT.
5. http://cobertura.github.io/cobertura/ 6. http://www.eclipse.org/jdt/ 7. http://asm.ow2.org/ 8. https://weka.wikispaces.com/ 9. http://www.locmetrics.com/ 10. As in previous work [57] , [58] , [59] , we select the most popular projects based on their number of stars.
11. https://maven.apache.org/ 12. https://github.com/sei-pku/PredictiveMutationTesting 13. As PMT predicts both killed and live mutants, following previous work [62] , we use the weighted average of all metrics, each metric is weighted according to the number of instances with the particular class label. means a killed mutant which is also predicted as killed, a false positive means a live mutant predicted as killed, a false negative means a live mutant also predicted as alive, a true negative means a killed mutant predicted as alive.
DV1: Precision. The fraction of true positive instances in the instances that are predicted to be positive: TP =ðTP þ FP Þ. Higher precision means fewer false positive errors.
DV2: Recall. The fraction of true positive instances in the instances that are actual positive: TP =ðTP þ FNÞ. The higher the recall is, the fewer false negative errors there are.
DV3: F-measure. The harmonic mean between recall and precision: 2 Ã precision Ã recall=ðprecision þ recallÞ. A high F-measure insures that both precision and recall are reasonably high.
DV4: AUC. The area under ROC curve [63] , 14 which measures the overall discrimination ability of a classifier. It is a widely used measurements in evaluating classification algorithms on imbalanced data [64] , [65] . The AUC score for a perfect model would be 1, for a random guessing would be 0.5.
We also consider the following metric specific to mutation testing since mutation score calculation is an important goal of mutation testing.
DV5: Absolute Prediction Error. The absolute error of the predicted mutation score, which is the absolute value of the difference between the actual mutation score MS and the predicted mutation score MS p (i.e., jMS À MS p j). 15 We also consider the following two metrics specific to the measurement of mutants to help future mutant selection or reduction strategies, except for those general metrics above for evaluating classification algorithms.
DV6: Predictability. The "easiness" of predicting mutant execution results with a predictive model. The value is between 0 and 0.5. Mutants with higher predictability would be easier for the predictive model to predict (more details in Section 2.4). DV7: Killability. The "easiness" of getting killed for a given mutant. In this paper we use the proportion of test cases that kill a mutant against all the test cases to measure this mutant's killabiity. The value is between 0 and 1. Mutants with higher killability tend to be killed more easily.
RESULT ANALYSIS

RQ1: Performance of PMT
To answer this RQ, for each application scenario (i.e., crossversion and cross-project), we present the performance of PMT with the default configuration (i.e., using the Random Forest algorithm and the naive imbalanced data processing strategy) in terms of effectiveness and efficiency.
Effectiveness
Cross-version: in this scenario, for each of the nine base projects, we apply PMT to predict the mutation testing results of each version based on the data of the previous versions.
First, for each version, we use its immediate previous version to build the classification model. Thus, for a project with v versions, we perform v À 1 predictions: using one version as the training set, and the next version as the test set. The detailed experimental results are shown in Table 2 . From the table, PMT performs extremely well under this scenario. In particular, the absolute values of prediction errors are all below 5% except 2 predictions, and almost all the other metric values are above 0.9.
Second, to investigate how version intervals impact the performance of PMT, for each project, we use the first version (v 0 ) as the training set, and each of the remaining versions as the test set. The results are shown in Fig. 4 . We present only the AUC values here because all the metrics For each project, we use the mutant execution results of the mutants from an older version (i.e., v i ) to predict the execution results for the mutants in the next version (i.e., v iþ1 ). Column "changes" represents the changes in the number of lines of code between two versions. The rest columns show the values of the metrics that we used for indicating the predictive effectiveness.
14. The ROC curve is created by plotting the true positive rate against the false positive rate at various threshold settings.
15. As equivalent mutants are inherently resistent to guarantee automated identification, due to undecidability of equivalence [40] , [66] , [67] , we calculate the mutation score for traditional mutation testing and predictive mutation testing by ignoring the influence of equivalent mutants. This approach is also widely adopted in related work with [68] , [69] , [70] , [71] .
demonstrate the same pattern. The other metric values are published on our homepage 16 . From the figure, when the version intervals increase, the AUC values decline. This observation is as expected: large version intervals usually lead to large difference between the two versions, which may decrease the effectiveness of PMT. However, AUC values decline in a very low speed and are still all above 0.90. For example, when using v 0 to predict v 3 for uaa, the AUC value is still above 0.95 although the project size has evolved from 5,691 to 8,081 and the test suite size has evolved from 223 to 470. This finding indicates that PMT is effective for cross-version prediction, even when using the mutation information of an old version far away from the current version in the code repository.
Cross-project: to investigate the effectiveness of PMT in the cross-project scenario, for the latest versions of the nine base projects, we use PMT to build a classification model based on any 8 base projects to predict the mutation testing results of the remaining base project. Note that when constructing the training data, in case that the data of large projects might otherwise overwhelm those of small projects, we assign weights to each instance. These weights reflect the sizes of projects following the standard way used in machine learning. Suppose the total training data contain s instances, while training project A contains a instances, we then set the weight of project A as s=a, thus each project's weight multiplying its number of instances is a constant [72] . The results are shown in Table 3 . From the table, PMT performs well for all the nine base projects: all the metric values are above 0.85, and almost all the absolute values of prediction errors of mutation scores are below 10.0 percent.
When comparing the predictive results between crossversion and cross-project scenario, it is obvious that immediate cross-version prediction has the best predictive effectiveness, muti-interval cross-version prediction ranks the next, while cross-project performs the worst. This is because the more diverse the training data and testing data are, the more challenging it is for the predictive model to get good results. Fortunately, even for cross-project scenario, PMT is able to get good effectiveness with AUC values above 0.85.
In summary, compared to traditional mutation testing, PMT incurs only a small accuracy penalty for most of the projects in both cross-version and cross-project scenarios.
Efficiency
We present the cost of PMT, and make comparison with traditional mutation testing. As discussed in Section 3, the classification model can be built off-line ahead of time. 17 Thus, the cost of PMT in predicting any new upcoming project contains two parts: feature collection time and prediction time. Table 4 lists the major findings regarding the latest version of each nine base project. Column 2 lists the execution time by PIT with the default execution setting that the remaining tests will not run against a mutant once the mutant has already been killed. For the cross-version scenario, the classification model is built from the last nearest version. From the table, compared with traditional mutation testing using PIT, PMT requires notably less time under both scenarios. Especially, PMT requires less than one minute almost for all subjects, while the mutation testing tool PIT costs from 228 seconds to as much as 9,540 seconds (i.e., over two and a half hour). Furthermore, the time of PIT increases dramatically when the program size increases, while the time of PMT remains almost stable, indicating a much better scalability of PMT.
PIT has embodied a number of optimizations and is currently one of the fastest mutation testing tools [52] , which indicates that PMT may outperform other mutation testing tools even more. Of course, there remains scope for further improving the efficiency of PMT. For example, the prediction time is less than or equal to 5 seconds for all projects, and we can further speed up the feature collection time (details shown in Section 6).
Comparison with Coverage-Based Testing
In addition, as statement coverage has been shown to be effective in predicting test effectiveness in terms of mutation score [73] , we directly apply statement coverage to predict mutation scores for the 9 base subjects and record absolute prediction errors in the last column of Table 4 . We also show the absolute prediction errors of PMT under cross-version and cross-project scenarios in Columns 5 and 6, respectively. From the table, the errors for both scenarios of PMT can be seen to be much smaller and more stable than those of coverage-based testing: the largest error for PMT under cross-version/cross-project scenario is only 3.9/10.2 percent while it is 14.6 percent for statement coverage. For example, for subject wire, PMT is able to predict the mutation score with only 2.1/2.9 percent error while statement coverage has an error of 13.3%. Of course PMT is designed to have greater information available to it, precisely with the hope that such reduced errors would be observed.
To conclude, in the first research question, we find that PMT has good effectiveness as well as efficiency in evaluating test power, indicating a promising application for developers when they seek high effectiveness and efficiency at the same time.
RQ2: Application Factors
In this section, we investigate how application factors influence the effectiveness of default PMT, to find out what application artifacts PMT fits for.
Mutation Testing Tools
Different mutation testing tools vary in several aspects (e.g., operators, environment support) [52] , and may even yield different mutation scores for the same project. Therefore, it is important to learn whether PMT is also effective when using mutation tools besides PIT. In this paper, we take the widely used tool called Major and evaluate its effectiveness based on the same base projects. Major fails to generate mutants for joda, vrapt, and assj, so we use the remaining 6 base subjects instead, and predict the mutation testing results of each subject using the remaining 5 subjects. The results are shown in Fig. 5 . From the figure, almost all the values of the metrics are above 0.8 for both PMT and Major. Also, there is no obvious difference between the performance of PMT using PIT and Major.
In general, the results above indicate that PMT may achieve good performance on different mutation tools.
Test Types
We also investigate how PMT performs when predicting the mutation testing results of manually written and automatically generated tests. For each of the 9 base projects, we first generate tests using randoop, 18 collect the related features introduced in Section 2.1, and construct a new set based on those automatically generated tests for testing the classification model. Then, we use the remaining 8 projects with manually written tests to construct the training set, which is used to predict both the new test set (constructed with automatically generated tests) and the original test set (constructed with manually written tests). randoop fails to generate compilable tests for 5 base subjects, so we compare only the results on the remaining 4 base subjects.
The comparison results are shown by Fig. 6 , where it is evident that PMT performs almost comparably between automatically generated and manually written tests. The performance regarding manually written tests is a bit Column 2 lists the execution time by PIT with the default execution setting. Columns 3 and 4 list the time by PMT under two application scenarios, including feature collection and prediction time (i.e., shown in brackets). The right side of each column lists speedup that PMT achieves compared with PIT. Columns 5, 6, and 7 show the absolute prediction errors of PMT under cross-version and cross-project scenarios and PIT respectively. The results demonstrate that PMT improves the efficiency a great deal, while incurring only a relatively small accuracy loss. 18. http://mernst.github.io/randoop/ inferior for most bar pairs (e.g., for the manually written tests of project apns, the AUC value is around 0.1 lower than that of automatically generated tests.). We suspect the reason to be that automatically generated tests are more uniform and less sophisticated (e.g., with standard test body and assertion usage), and thus are easier to predict. To conclude, in the second research question, we find that PMT can well fit different mutation tools and predict the mutant execution results against different types of tests.
RQ3: Configuration Impact
In this section, we further extend our experiments with another 154 Github projects to investigate the influence of internal factors of PMT so as to investigate how to achieve better performance. The latest versions of the 9 base subjects are used to build a classification model, whereas the remaining 154 Github subjects are used to evaluate the classification model. The detailed experimental results are shown in Fig. 7 . From Fig. 7 , for the vast majority of the 154 Github projects PMT is able to predict the mutation testing results with over 0.85 precision, recall, and F-measure, and over 0.90 AUC, and is able to predict the mutation scores with errors lower than 15%. This further demonstrates PMT's effectiveness.
Classification Algorithms: we first investigate whether PMT predicts better than random guessing. We compare the prediction results of the default PMT classification algorithm (i.e., Random Forest) with those of the baseline model in machine learning (i.e., ZeroR [74] ) on our 154 Github projects. The results are shown in Fig. 8 . From the first three subfigures, most of the black points are much lower than bars, indicating that PMT is much better than random guess in precision, recall, and F-meausre; from the last subfigure, random guess always has a AUC value of 0.5, while PMT is much better than that.
We then investigate the effectiveness of PMT by varying its classification algorithms, including Random Forest, Naive Bayes [75] , SVM [61] , and J48 [60] . The comparison results are shown by Fig. 9 . From the figure, Random Forest performs the best; J48 is slightly inferior to Random Forest; SVM performs worse than J48; Naive Bayes performs the worst. As both Random Forest and J48 belong to decision tree algorithms, we suspect that as different features in PMT obviously contribute differently (e.g., execution features contribute most), decision tree algorithms have the Fig. 6 . The effectiveness of PMT when predicting the execution results regarding manually written (i.e., shown by the light green bars) and automatically generated (shown by the dark green bars) tests. For each project, the predictive model is built using the other 8 projects with manually written tests. PMT performs good on predicting the execution results of both kinds of tests. advantage by putting these key features on the top of decision trees, and thus will get definite decision solutions based on those key feature conditions [76] , which is different from other algorithms.Imbalanced Data Processing Strategies: to learn how PMT performs on very imbalanced test sets, we choose the 24 Github subjects whose proportion of killed mutants are below 0.2 or above 0.8 as representatives of imbalanced test sets. The AUCresults of PMT are given by Fig. 11 . From the figure, the default naive imbalanced data processing strategy of PMT already performs well even for those very imbalanced projects. We further compare all the three imbalanced data processing strategies mentioned in Section 2.3 to deal with the training data, whose results are shown by Fig. 10 . From the figure, there is little difference among the three strategies. This indicates that PMT is robust to imbalanced data, as the Random Forest algorithm handles imbalanced data well [34] .
To conclude, in the third research question, we find that with Random Forest algorithm, PMT will have the best performance. Additionally, PMT is robust to imbalanced data.
RQ4: Feature Impact
Rank of Features' Contribution
PMT builds a classification model based on a set of features, which may have different contributions to the classification model. In this section, we study the contribution of these features so as to better understand PMT. More specifically, we rank all the features based on their information gain (through the InfoGainAttributeEval class in Weka), which measures the contribution of a feature to the decision outcome in a decision tree [77] . The higher information gain a feature has, the more preferred it is to other features. 19 The detailed results are shown in Fig. 12 . According to the figure, the coverage features (numExecuteCovered and numTestCovered) are the most important features in predicting mutant execution results. This observation can be explained by that coverage is a necessary condition for mutant killing according to the PIE theory [35] . The oraclerelated features, numMutantAssertion and numClassAssertion, also offer high contribution to decisions, because they indicate detailed information about how many assertions may have checked a mutant. Furthermore, the instability 19. In this paper, for a feature we used InfoGainAttributeEval in Weka to get the information gain of a dataset constructed by all our projects. feature, which describes how the mutated class interacts with outside classes, also ranks high, because mutated classes with more dependents may have more tunnels to propagate the internal state change to final output.
From Fig. 12 , the top-three features have much higher merit values than other features. It is worth explaining that this observation does not mean that there is no need to adopt other features: the rank results shown in the figure are general results combining all the instances through all the projects, while for each single project the rank results may be different. We further explore the performance of using different number of features in the next Section.
Feature Selection
We investigate how PMT performs with different number of selected features, to further check whether there are any redundant features so as to minimize the feature set and further reduce the cost of feature collection as well as the training cost. For the default experimental configuration under the cross-project application scenario (i.e., to use any 8 base projects to build the classification model and predict the mutation testing results of the remaining base project), according to the rank using InfoGainAttributeEval, we build the classification models using the top À n (n ¼ 1; 2; 3; :::; 14) features, and then compare the effectiveness of each prediction. Each classification model has its own feature ranking results, but the general ranking would be consistent with what we have shown in Section 5.4.1. Fig. 13 shows the final results of feature selection. The x axis represents the number of features, the y axis represents the AUC values of each prediction. For each project, there are 14 points, representing the 14 prediction with features counting from 1 to 14. From the figure, we have the following observations. First, the AUC values increase overall when the number of features increase, indicating that more features usually yield higher effectiveness. This observation also indicates that although the three coverage metrics work well, adding more features can clearly improve the prediction results (shown in Fig. 11 ). However, there are also fluctuations. Sometimes adding one more feature would decrease the effectiveness on some projects a little bit (e.g., add the third feature for project apns). The reason is that the added feature, although generally constructive, may do not fit that project properly.
Second, we observe three distribution patterns on the nine base projects. (a) For projects apns, assj, msg, and uaa, the effectiveness increases steadily as the number of selected features increases. (b) For projects joda, lang, and lafj, there is an obvious jump in the AUC values when adding the 10th feature. The reason is that the test sets in these three projects are more sensitive to the newly added feature (i.e., infoComplexity), and thus the effectiveness of corresponding predictive models is quite different with and without that feature. (c) For projects msg, uaa, and wire, the effectiveness achieves very near to the peak at the very beginning with only two or three features, then increases slowly when adding more features. The reason is that the first several features (i.e., numExecuteCovered, numTestCovered, and numMutantAssertion) play a key role on these test sets.
Based on the observations above, as well as our conclusions drawn from Fig. 12 , all the 14 features we adopted are useful. However, if the developers care much about the feature collection time, they may choose 10 features, which will reduce the cost of feature collection without affecting much of the effectiveness. According to Fig. 12 , the four features developers may consider abandoning in a general level are: typeReturn, typeOperator, numChildren, and depInheritance.
Comparison: Execution, Infection, and Propagation Features
In this section, we compare the contribution of the three categories of features we collected based on the PIE principle. In particular, to investigate the contribution of each category (i.e., execution, infection, and propagation), we compare the predictive effectiveness of the classification model built with or without the features belonging to that category (more details about the three categories are introduced in Section 2.1). The observations above indicate that execution and propagation features may have more impact on the detection of a fault, which may provide direct guidelines for test case generation. The poor performance of infection features is due to the fact that the design of OO features and JUnit tests/assertions for modern Java programs makes infections harder to propagate to the test outcomes than the traditional procedural languages.
Comparison: Source Code and Test Code Features
We are also interested in the comparison between sourcecode-related features and test-code-related features. In this paper, we refer to the features that are collected through analyzing only the source code (also called production code) as source-code-related features, and the features that cannot be successfully collected without "running test cases" or analyzing the test code as test-code-related features. For example, numExecutedCovered is a test-coderelated feature, because we can collect the coverage information of each mutant only through running the test cases. Among the 14 features that we used in this work, the testcode-related features include: numExecutedCovered, numTestCovered, numMutantAssertion, and numClassAssertion. The remaining features (e.g.,typeStatement and the complexity metrics) are all source-code-related features.
The comparison results are shown in Fig. 15 . From the figure, test-code-related features perform much better than source-code-related features. This is consistent with our expectation, because from Fig. 12 , among the top-5 features, four of them are test-code-related.
From the observations above, we find that test code features are important, because mutation testing aims to measure test code quality, e.g., without test code features we cannot predict mutation testing results at all. In some other application scenarios, such as bug prediction, we may also consider using test code related features, instead of only using source code metrics.
To conclude, in the fourth research question, features related to coverage information contribute most to PMT. Test code features perform better than source code features, and should be paid more attention to in other applications such as bug localization.
RQ5: Predictability of Mutants
We investigate the level of the predictability of the mutants to learn the general confidence level of PMT in predicting mutant execution results (see Section 5.5.1). We also study the correlation between predictability and some main mutant features to investigate what type of mutants would have high predictability (so as to provide guidelines in generating or optimizing mutants, see Section 5.5.2). To learn whether predictability can be regarded as mutant effectiveness measurement, we study the correlation between killability (i.e., how easy is a mutant to be killed) and predictability (see Section 5.5.3).
Distribution of Predictability
We are interested in the general level of mutant predictability in our experiments. In the cross-project application scenario, for each project, we record the probability of PMT on predicting the each mutant's execution results correctly, and compute the predictability (see more details in Section 2.4). The final distribution results are shown in Fig. 16 . From the figure, most mutants have high predictability (of over 0.4), indicating that the classification model in PMT is of good quality and has high confidence when classifying most of the mutants.
Different projects have different distribution patterns. However, when comparing the predictability distribution (shown in Fig. 16 ) with the effectiveness of PMT on each project (shown in Fig. 3) , we observe high level of consistency: projects with higher proportion of high-predictability mutants tend to have better predictive effectiveness. For example, project assj and lafj have higher proportion of the mutants with a predictability lower than 0.3, and from Table 3 these two projects also have the lowest AUC values. These kinds of observations indicate that a higher predictability may indicate better prediction.
Correlation Analysis of Predictability
In this section, we are interested in the internal common properties of mutants with high or low predictability. With this knowledge, we may learn what kind of mutants are easier to predict, so as to better understand mutants and provide help in generating mutants. In particular, we investigate the top-3 features which contribute the most to the predictive model (based on Fig. 12) .
First, we are interested in feature numExecutedCovered, which refers to how many times the mutated statement is executed by the whole test suite. This feature also makes the most contribution to the classification model according to Fig. 12 . For each project, we use plot figures to present the correlation between the predictability and the value of numExecutedCovered of each mutant, which is shown in Fig. 17 .
From the figure, there is no obvious linear correlation between how many times a mutated statement is executed by the whole test suite and the predictability of the mutant.
However, we could observe a rough pattern that higher execution times would yield higher predictability, and instances with very low predictability (i.e., close to 0) usually have very small execution times. From the figure, we observe high predictability (i.e., close to 0.5) on many instances when the execution times are low (i.e., around 0). One reason is that when a mutant remains uncovered (i.e., the value of numExecutedCovered is 0), the mutant is alive by definition , and thus this value, 0, makes the outcome (alive) very predictable.
We conclude that the predictions on the mutants with smaller number of execution times (except 0 execution time) may have higher risk to be unreliable.
We then investigate feature numTestsCovered (i.e., the number of test cases that cover the mutated statement) and numMutantAssertion (i.e., the total number of assertions in the tests that cover the mutated statement). These two features show similar pattern, as shown in Fig. 18 and Fig. 19 . From the figures, we can also conclude that the predictions on the mutants with smaller number of covered tests or test assertions (except the uncovered mutants) may have higher risk to be unreliable. Fig. 20 shows the correlation between the predictability and killability of the mutants (which are predicted to be killed by PMT). Each point represents an instance (i.e., mutant). Note that some mutants are killed due to "Timed Out", "Memory Error", or "Run Error". 20 For these three kinds of mutants, PIT does not report which specific tests cause the killing status, and thus we remove them from the total mutant set in this study. Each sub-figure is for each of our base project. The x axis represents predictability. The bars present the density of the mutants that own the corresponding predictability. The black curves represent kernel density estimation (KDE), which is a non-parametric way to estimate the density function [78] . From this figure, the majority of mutants have good predictability with PMT as the predictive model.
Correlation Between Killability and Predictablity
20
. http://pitest.org/quickstart/basic_concepts/ From the two sub-figures, although there is no obvious linear relationship between the killability and predictability of the mutants, a mutant with higher killability tends to own higher predictability. In other words, mutants that are easier to kill tend to be easier to predict as well. However, mutants that are easier to predict (i.e., with high predictability) are not necessarily easier to kill.
What's more, an interesting point worth mentioning is that from Fig. 20 , some mutants would have low killability as well as low predictability. According to recent work [79] , [80] , different mutants may have different contributions on evaluating the test power of detecting faults, and it would be meaningful to investigate whether choosing mutants with both low killability and predictability is a better choice.
To conclude, in the last research question, in our experiments the mutants have good predictability with PMT, and a higher predictability may indicate better prediction. Mutants with low number of execution times or covered tests may suffer high risk regarding the reliability of prediction.
Threats to Validity
The threat to internal validity lies in the implementation of PMT. To reduce this threat, we reused the widely adopted libraries and frameworks (e.g., Weka, ASM, and Eclipse JDT) to aid the implementation and reviewed all our code.
The threats to external validity mainly lie in the subjects and mutants. To reduce the threat resulting from subjects, we selected our base project versions following the same procedure as that used in the prior work [50] and used a large number of Java projects to cater for the project variability. To reduce the threat of mutation tools, we used both PIT and Major in our study because the former is efficient whereas the latter is proved to be effective in generating representative mutants.
The threat to construct validity lies in the metrics used to measure the classification model. To reduce this threat, we used various widely used measurement metrics for classification models (e.g., precision, recall, F-measure, and AUC).
DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss implementation issues and the tradeoffs of PMT, as well as its impact on software testing.
(1) Implementation. Feature optimization may help to refine the effectiveness or reduce PMT's cost. We use 14 features in this paper. More effective features (e.g., semantic information based on advanced control/data flow analysis) may contribute to a more effective predictive model. Also, we choose features without considering their overlap. Based on our results in Section 5.4, feature selection techniques can be applied, and thus developers may use fewer features (i.e., 10 features is suggested) to achieve the same effectiveness. Furthermore, the current feature collection of PMT can also be sped up to make the process faster, e.g., the current static metric collection is based on the costly Eclipse JDT analysis and we plan to reimplement that based on bytecode analysis.
Training set size is another internal factor of PMT, which may influence its effectiveness. Intuitively, a bigger training set may improve the effectiveness of PMT by sacrificing some efficiency on classification model construction, which actually occurs before prediction and can be constructed offline. However, from Table 3 , the prediction results of PMT on a training set constructed by only 8 projects are already satisfactory. The reason is that even a single training project can provide a large number of training instances for PMT. For example, the lang project alone already contains more than 26,000 training instances.
Currently PMT is implemented for Java programs with JUnit tests. Although the implementation frameworks and the detailed feature sets may vary across different languages, the idea can be applied to programs written in different languages with different test paradigms.
Additionally, in this paper both PIT and Major support only method-level mutation operators and generate only method-level mutants consequently. For the consideration of experiment scalability and popularity, we do not explore class-level mutants generated by some other mutation tools (e.g., muJava [81] . However, we could infer the possibilities of class-level mutants and their differences with method-level mutants. For example, because class-level mutants are mutants particular for object-oriented programs and contain injected faults related to inheritance, polymorphism, encapsulation, and so on, they maybe easier to predict. When considering the contribution of different features, mutation operators do not belong to Infection Features but belong to Propagation Features. The contributions of Propagation Features would be larger than those of method-level mutants.
(2) Tradeoff: Efficiency versus Effectiveness. Although we propose PMT to address the efficiency problem in mutation testing, it potentially raises its own accuracy concerns. Fortunately, PMT makes a good tradeoff between efficiency and accuracy; it improves the efficiency of mutation testing (i.e., 15.2X-151.4X) while only incurring a small accuracy penalty (e.g., over 0.85 AUC in most cases). Therefore, for projects that traditional mutation testing is unacceptably long, PMT is typically useful and applicable. For such projects, developers may tend to give up mutation testing in the past, but now can use PMT as an alternative: PMT can provide both mutation score information as well as killing/survival info for each mutant. Therefore, PMT can be used to measure test power (based on mutation score) as well as guide the test augmentation process to kill more mutants (based on detailed mutant killing info). Sometimes, developers may wish to know the rough fault-revealing ability of their test suites as soon as possible, under which circumstance PMT is also a good choice.
Furthermore, with PMT, developers may choose to accept the total predictive results, or choose to execute the mutants with low predictability. Based on our results shown in Section 5.5.1, the majority mutants own high predictability, and thus developers are expected to rerun only a small proportion of mutants, for example, 10%, to get high-quality results with low risks.
(3) Impacts in Software Testing. From the microscopic view, PMT can be viewed as an improvement over traditional mutation testing. In particular, the machine-learning based process in PMT facilitates assessment of mutation testing results, so that it is not necessary to obtain mutation testing results through mutant execution. Thus, predictive mutation testing is more light-weight than traditional mutation testing, yet retains reasonably accurate results. From the macroscopic view, PMT may be viewed as a new measurement for test suite quality. That is, the predicted mutation score based on PMT can be directly used to evaluate the test power rather than being treated as a replacement of the traditional mutation testing score. Compared with the widely used coverage criterion, the predicted mutation score may be more useful because it characterizes the execution, infection, and propagation of faults whereas coverage criterion characterizes only the execution (confirmed by experimental results in Section 5.2.1). Compared with the traditional mutation score, the predicted mutation score is more light-weight because it does not require the costly mutant execution.
RELATED WORK
Mutation Testing
Mutation testing is a powerful methodology to evaluate the effectiveness of test suites. It was first proposed by Demillo et al. [4] and Hamlet [5] , and has gained increasing popularity [19] , [27] , [82] . Despite its effectiveness, mutation testing has a main limitation, i.e., it is extremely expensive since it needs to execute the test suite on each mutant. Therefore, Fig. 20 . The correlation between predictability and killability of mutants. Each sub-figure is for each of our base project. The x axis represents predictability. The y axis presents the killability. Each point represents a mutant that is predicted to be killed by PMT. The results demonstrate that mutants with higher killability tend to have higher predictability. many researchers have focused on presenting various techniques to reduce the cost of mutation testing.
Some techniques focus on reducing the number of mutants: Mathur and Wong [83] analyzed 22 mutation operators used by Mothra [84] and observed that several operators contribute to most of the generated mutants.
Based on this, Offutt et al. [26] proposed N-selective mutation, which reduces the number of mutants by omitting the N most prevalent operators. Following their work, many researchers focused on detecting sufficient mutation operators [26] , [27] , [85] , [86] , [87] , [88] , [89] .
Zhang et al. [23] conducted an empirical study on comparing random mutant selection and operator-based mutant selection, and found that random mutant selection is as effective as operator-based mutation selection.
Other techniques focus on reducing the mutant execution time. Howden [28] proposed the concept of weak mutation testing, which executes a mutant partially to speed up mutant execution. Later, Woodward and Halewood [90] proposed firm mutation testing, which is a compromise of weak mutation testing and traditional mutation testing.
Offutt and Lee [91] conducted an empirical study on weak mutation testing and found that weak mutation testing can be better applied in unit testing of non-critical applications. Emillo et al. [24] and Untch et al. [25] changed a compiler to enable to compile all mutants at one time.
Krauser et al. [92] and Offutt et al. [93] ran mutants in parallel to speed up mutation testing. Just et al. [94] found that redundant mutants would affect mutation score as well as increasing the cost. Zhang et.al. [95] found that selective mutation testing has good scalability, and the proportion of selected mutants is predictable. To facilitate mutation testing for evolving programs, Zhang et al. [31] proposed to speed up mutation testing by reusing the execution results of some mutants on the previous program.
Wang et.al. [96] proposes a novel approach which removes redundancies in executions by exploiting the equivalence of statements modulo the current state. The approach accelerates mutation analysis with a speedup of 2.56x on average.
Although the existing techniques can speed up mutation testing, they still need to execute the mutants to get each mutant's execution result and are still costly. In contrast, PMT opens a new dimension in mutation testing which does not require mutant execution, and has been shown to be more efficient than state-of-the-art techniques that embody various existing optimizations. Note that Jalbert [97] also applied machine learning to mutation testing, while their technique only classifies the mutation score of a source code unit into three categories: low, medium, and high.
Coverage-Based Testing
Besides mutation testing, code coverage is another widely used methodology for measuring test suite effectiveness in both academia and industry [73] , [98] , [99] , [100] , [101] . A huge body of research has been dedicated to study the relationship between test coverage and test effectiveness. Namin and Andrews [102] reported that block coverage, decision coverage, and other two data-flow criteria can influence test suite effectiveness. Gligoric et al. [101] found that branch coverage correlates well with test effectiveness. Later on, Gopinath et al. [73] performed a larger scale empirical study, and observed that statement coverage correlates the best with test effectiveness.
However, recently, more and more people realized that code coverage may not have high correlation with test suite effectiveness. Inozemtseva and Holmes [2] conducted several studies to evaluate such correlation, and found the correlation to be weak. They suggest that code coverage should not be used as a quality target. Later on, Zhang and Mesbah [103] further found that one possible reason for the low correlation is that code coverage usually does not consider assertion information. Thierry et al. [3] found that branch coverage is less effective in fault revelation than (strong) mutation testing. In industry, many developers also start to doubt test coverage.
In fact, though code coverage is widely used, it does not consider the oracle information at all, while a test suite could be useless if it has no oracle, even if it achieves 100 percent coverage. Considering test oracle information, Schuler and Zeller [104] proposed checked coverage (i.e., the proportion of statements dynamically checked by test assertions) to indicate test effectiveness. Although powerful at measuring test effectiveness in detecting faults captured by assertions, checked coverage cannot precisely measure test effectiveness in detecting faults captured by other exceptions. In the near future, we plan to include checked coverage as one feature in PMT.
PMT costs comparatively with code coverage, but has been demonstrated to be effective in measuring test effectiveness (also more powerful than the most effective statement coverage identified by Gopinath et al. [73] recently).
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose and extensively evaluate predictive mutation testing, the first approach that predicts mutation testing results without any mutant execution. We have implemented the proposed approach using the Random Forest algorithm. The experimental results on 163 real-world Java projects demonstrate that PMT can predict mutant execution results accurately. The comparison with traditional testing methodologies also shows that PMT is able to predict mutation testing results accurately with small overhead, demonstrating a good tradeoff between efficiency and effectiveness of mutation testing.
In the extended experiments, we find that the execution and test code related features contribute more to the predictive model than other categories of features; the majority of mutants have a good predictability; mutants that are easier to kill tend to be also easier to predict.
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